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Background
Contradictions and initial overestimates are not unusual among highly cited studies. However, this issue has not been researched in psychiatry.

Aims
To assess how highly cited studies in psychiatry are replicated by subsequent studies.

Method
We selected highly cited studies claiming effective psychiatric treatments in the years 2000 through 2002. For each of these studies we searched for subsequent studies with a better-controlled design, or with a similar design but a larger sample.

Results
Among 83 articles recommending effective interventions, 40 had not been subject to any attempt at replication, 16 were contradicted, 11 were found to have substantially smaller effects and only 16 were replicated. The standardised mean differences of the initial studies were overestimated by 132%. Studies with a total sample size of 100 or more tended to produce replicable results.

Conclusions
Caution is needed when a study with a small sample size reports a large effect.
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The number of publications in medicine and in psychiatry is increasing exponentially year after year. About 20 million articles have been published in more than 5000 MEDLINE-indexed journals.¹ How do we identify, read and evaluate new information of interest in this sea of research? The impact factor has largely replaced recommendations and reputations as an indicator of the value of scientific journals. According to Journal Citation Reports (http://thomsonreuters.com/journal-citation-reports), 3000 journals have been given impact factors in biomedicine. These do not directly reflect the worth of individual studies. However, when we consider the credibility of a published study, we often refer to the impact factor of the journal in which the study is published. We can also evaluate the importance of an individual medical publication by its own citation count. The common logic behind counting journal or study citations is the belief that highly cited papers must have had a major impact on science. However, frequent citation is no guarantee that the study results are true. Ioannidis identified studies that were cited more than 1000 times among journals with a high impact factor in general medicine and internal medicine; when these studies were compared with subsequent studies, which theoretically had a better-controlled design, only half of the randomised controlled trials (RCTs) and none of the observational studies were replicated.² When statistically significant and extremely favourable initial reports of intervention effects were examined, however, it was found that the majority of such large treatment effects had emerged from small studies, and when additional trials were performed the effect sizes typically became much smaller.³ Psychiatric research may not be immune to these biases.⁴⁻⁶ Indeed, psychiatry may be more vulnerable than general medicine to publication and citation bias, as psychiatry typically has to rely on ‘soft’ outcomes, which have been found to lead to results that are less robust than unequivocal and universally agreed ‘hard’ outcomes (e.g. scores on the Hamilton Rating Scale for Depression or the Positive and Negative Syndrome Scale v. death or recurrence of myocardial infarction).³⁻⁷⁻⁸ We therefore aimed to examine what proportion of highly cited studies in psychiatry are or are not confirmed by subsequent studies examining the same clinical questions.

Method
We selected three general medicine journals and five psychiatry journals with the highest impact factors for the year 2000 according to Journal Citation Reports. These journals were the New England Journal of Medicine (29.51), JAMA (15.40), The Lancet (10.23), Archives of General Psychiatry (11.78), Molecular Psychiatry (8.93), American Journal of Psychiatry (6.58), Schizophrenia Bulletin (6.09) and Journal of Clinical Psychopharmacology (5.05). From the original clinical research studies published in these journals for the years 2000 and 2002 we selected studies that claimed the effectiveness of psychiatric treatments in their abstracts. We did not consider studies reporting the non-effectiveness of treatment. We also excluded meta-analyses and some studies in which two or more studies were combined either systematically or non-systematically, because it is impossible to calculate the effect size of a single study from such papers, and also because such studies mixed studies from different periods including those older than 2000. Two investigators examined the titles and abstracts of the relevant references to check whether the study claimed the effectiveness of a certain psychiatric treatment. Disagreement was resolved by a discussion between the two assessors and, where necessary, in consultation with a third author. We then counted the number of citations of each selected article for the 3 years after the publication year using the Web of Science. We finally restricted the articles to those cited more than 30 times in the 3 years after publication, i.e. approximately the top 10% in terms of citation counts.

Subsequent studies
For each of these highly cited studies we searched for subsequent studies conducted up until June 2013 that examined the same...
clinical question, i.e. focused on the same diagnoses and on the same interventions or exposures. The journals that were searched were limited to those indexed in MEDLINE. All the selected studies (i.e. the original studies as well as the subsequent studies) were categorised in terms of evidence level as an RCT, an observational study or a case study (or case series). If two studies were at the same level of evidence hierarchy, the one with the larger sample was regarded as constituting stronger evidence.

We selected newer studies whose intervention and control conditions were as similar to those of the previous study as possible. When the newer study had more study arms than the previous one, we checked each arm and selected the most appropriate one, i.e. the one closest to that of the previous study. When the dosage of medication was the focus of the research in the previous study, we searched newer studies using the dosage closest to that of the previous study. When the condition of participants was restricted (e.g. children or adults, acute or chronic disorder), we also matched the condition as closely as possible.

The interrater reliability in the selection of the relevant subsequent study was of paramount importance in this study. We therefore first pilot-tested our reproducibility with regard to a dozen studies. Two authors independently selected one eligible subsequent study according to sample size and research design in MEDLINE. The selection agreed in 9 out of 12 studies; disagreement for the 3 remaining studies was due to simple oversight by one of the two authors, and there was no need for discussion once the study in question was shared. For the remaining studies, therefore, we followed the following procedure: for each study in our cohort the first author screened broadly for relevant ensuing studies using a few important keywords, selected several newer candidate studies with better-controlled designs and then chose the most appropriate one. Another investigator independently selected the most appropriate one among these candidate studies. Disagreements were resolved by a discussion between the two assessors and, where necessary, in consultation with a third author.

Data extraction
Where the study authors presented their primary outcome, we extracted this information. If the authors failed to designate their primary outcome, we regarded the outcome described first as the primary one. The results for the primary outcomes of the original studies were extracted as continuous or dichotomous data. We gave preference to continuous data, because in psychiatry most outcomes use continuous data and also because, in general, continuous data are statistically more powerful than dichotomous data. When we were able to extract neither continuous nor dichotomous data from the original studies (e.g. case series) we extracted the description regarding the benefit and applicability of the treatment. We then identified outcomes of the subsequent study that were the same as or similar to those of the previous study, and extracted relevant data.

Standardised mean differences
Calculation from continuous data
When the studies showed effectiveness for a continuous outcome, we extracted the means and standard deviations of the end-point or change scores and calculated the standardised mean difference (SMD) using the formula \( \text{SMD} = \frac{\text{mean}_1 - \text{mean}_2}{\text{s.d.}} \), where s.d. represents the pooled s.d. of the intervention and control groups.

Converting dichotomous outcomes
When the studies showed effectiveness using only dichotomous data, we first calculated the odds ratio (OR) and then converted it into the SMD using the formula \( \text{SMD} = \sqrt{3/\pi} \ln \text{OR} \).11

Study comparisons
We compared the SMD of each previous study with that of a newer study that was at a higher evidence level or at the same level but with a larger sample, and assigned each comparison to one of four categories:

(a) unchallenged: when there was no subsequent study with a higher level of evidence;
(b) contradicted: when the point estimate of the subsequent stronger study was opposite to that of the former, or the benefit and applicability of a previous study were denied;
(c) initially stronger effects: when the original study and the subsequent stronger study both concluded that the intervention was effective and the point estimate of the previous study was not included in the 95% confidence interval of the effect size of the newer study or the effect size of the previous study was 0.2 s.d. units or greater than that of the subsequent study;
(d) replicated: when the original study and the subsequent stronger study both concluded that the intervention was effective and the point estimate of the previous study was included in the 95% confidence interval of the effect size of the subsequent study and the two effect sizes were within 0.2 s.d. units apart or the effect size of the subsequent study was larger than that of the previous study (0.2 s.d. units would signify a small effect difference according to Cohen’s rule of thumb).12

Other comparisons
When we could not obtain SMDs we compared the benefits and applicability of the two studies and made qualitative judgements. Two investigators made these judgements independently. Disagreements were resolved by discussion between the two assessors, where necessary in consultation with a third author. Two independent raters assessed the quality of the previous and subsequent studies using the Cochrane Collaboration risk of bias tool, which assesses a trial’s quality in the following domains: random sequence generation, allocation concealment, masking of participants and personnel, masking of assessment, completeness of outcome data and selective outcome reporting.

Outcomes
Our primary outcome was the percentage of studies where the results were replicated for all the studies, defined as follows:

\[
\text{Percentage of replicated studies} = \frac{\text{replicated}}{\text{total} - \text{unchallenged}} \times 100(\%)
\]

In subgroup analyses we classified the original studies according to the journals in which they were published, their research design, the diagnoses of the participants and the therapies that were examined (pharmacotherapy, psychotherapy or others). We calculated the percentage of replicated studies for each subgroup as our secondary outcomes.

Statistical analysis
Statistical tests were performed using SPSS version 22.0. The level of significance was set at the conventional level of \( P < 0.05 \) (two-tailed). Differences between SMDs of previous studies and newer studies were tested by Wilcoxon matched pairs signed rank test. The linear relation between the categories of comparison and
the sample sizes of previous studies was analysed with the Jonckheere–Terpstra trend test. We estimated the threshold between replicated and non-replicated studies by using receiver operating characteristics (ROC) analysis.

Results

In the three general medicine journals 163 articles related to psychiatry and were cited over 30 times (agreement between independent raters 95.0%, $k = 0.68$). In the five psychiatry journals 390 such articles were cited over 30 times. In total 553 articles concerned psychiatry. Among them were 159 articles about psychiatric treatments (agreement between independent raters 83.5%, $k = 0.66$). However, about half of these suggested non-effectiveness or harmful effects. Finally, we found 83 articles that recommended certain psychiatric treatments (Fig. 1). The numbers of articles finally selected from each journal were 9 from the New England Journal of Medicine, 14 from JAMA, 5 from The Lancet, 17 from Archives of General Psychiatry, 1 from Molecular Psychiatry, 31 from American Journal of Psychiatry, 0 from Schizophrenia Bulletin and 6 from Journal of Clinical Psychopharmacology. These articles are summarised in Table 1 in terms of their study design, diagnosis and treatments examined. They included 74 RCTs, 7 cohort studies and 2 case series. Most interventions were assessed using a scale such as the Hamilton Rating Scale for Depression or the Positive and Negative Syndrome Scale. In a few studies other outcomes such as relapse or readmission to hospital were used. The details of each of these 83 articles in order of citation counts are tabulated in online Table DS1.

Subsequent studies

Of the 83 articles we found that 43 had subsequent studies (52%) that dealt with the same clinical question. The remaining 40 articles (48%) were therefore highly cited but had not been subject to any attempt at replication in the 10 years following their publication (see online Table DS1). The design of the former study in the 43 pairs was RCT in 37 studies (including 4 crossover RCTs and one factorial design RCT), prospective cohort study in 4 studies and case series in 2 studies, whereas all the subsequent studies were RCTs.

Comparisons of study pairs

Sixteen of the 43 studies were categorised as replicated (37%). Two of the 16 studies that replicated the earlier results had SMDs that were 0.2 s.d. units larger than the earlier study (Table 1). The mean SMDs of the original studies and the subsequent studies were 0.72 (s.d. = 0.39) and 0.31 (s.d. = 0.32) respectively. According to Cohen’s rule of thumb, the mean SMD of the earlier studies represents a medium to large effect, whereas that of the later studies represents a medium to small effect. There was a highly significant difference between these effect sizes (median difference 0.35, interquartile range 0.03–0.66, $P < 0.001$, Wilcoxon matched pairs signed rank test). The assessment of the risk of bias of...
the previous and subsequent studies (agreement between two independent raters 82.5%, $\kappa = 0.70$) revealed that their quality was comparable in terms of random sequence generation, allocation concealment, masking, completeness of outcome data and selective outcome reporting (see online Table DS2).

**Examples**

We cite an example for each category.

**Contradicted findings**

A prospective cohort study published in the *New England Journal of Medicine* in 2001 was cited 164 times;\textsuperscript{14} it suggested that the long-term use of non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs) might protect against Alzheimer’s disease. The authors concluded that the relative risk was 0.2. The corresponding SMD that we calculated by using the control risk given in this paper was 0.93. However, a subsequent study with an RCT design published in 2011 negated the effect of NSAIDs over placebo.\textsuperscript{25}

**Initially stronger effects**

One RCT published in the *Archives of General Psychiatry* in 2000, cited 124 times, suggested that low-dose olanzapine (5 mg or 10 mg per day) was superior to placebo in patients with Alzheimer’s disease with psychotic and behavioural symptoms, assessed using the sum of the agitation/aggression, hallucinations and delusions items of the Neuropsychiatric Inventory (NPI).\textsuperscript{16} We combined the effect size of the two dosages recommended by the author, and the combined SMD was 0.41. The newer RCT on the same topic, which had a larger sample, was published in 2004;\textsuperscript{17} in this trial four doses of olanzapine (1 mg, 2.5 mg, 5 mg and 7.5 mg per day) were compared with placebo, and a dosage of 7.5 mg per day was deemed effective when assessed using the NPI total score. First, we calculated the score of the three items of the NPI that the authors of the previous study used and pooled the effect sizes of the 5 mg and 7.5 mg olanzapine groups, which corresponded with the recommended dosages of the earlier study. The combined SMD was 0.04, and the authors concluded that olanzapine was efficacious. We categorised this finding as an initially stronger effect because the original authors emphasised the effectiveness of this treatment.

**Replicated finding**

Olanzapine demonstrated a greater efficacy than placebo in the treatment of acute bipolar mania in an article published in the *Archives of General Psychiatry* in 2000;\textsuperscript{18} this article was cited 129 times. The SMD calculated using the Young Mania Rating Scale was 0.99. In 2009 a newer RCT examining the same clinical question with a larger sample also suggested the effectiveness of olanzapine;\textsuperscript{19} the SMD was 1.19.

**Subgroup analyses**

Table 1 also presents the results of the subgroup analyses. Although there were nominal differences in the percentage of replicated studies for the subgroups that we examined (the percentage of replicated studies was higher for the general medicine journals than for the psychiatry journals, higher for the RCTs than for the observational studies, highest for studies on mania and dependence, and higher for pharmacological treatments than for psychological treatments), none of these differences was statistically significant. Of the 37 RCTs with a subsequent study, the median of the total sample size was 36 in the contradicted studies, 112 in the initially stronger effects studies and 161 in the replicated studies. There was a significant ordered difference among the three groups: the greater the sample size of the initial study, the more often the study was replicated (Jonckheere–Terpstra trend test, $P = 0.004$) (Fig. 2). The ROC analysis revealed that the best pair of sensitivity and specificity was obtained between $n = 92$ and $n = 120$ to distinguish between replicated and non-replicated studies. Approximately 75% of the replicated studies had a total sample size of more than 100. On the other hand, approximately 75% of the contradicted studies had a total sample of fewer than 100.

**Discussion**

This is the first study to examine the fate of effect size estimates of psychiatric treatments recommended in highly cited clinical studies. We selected highly cited articles published in high-impact journals between 2000 and 2002 and compared their results with studies having a better-controlled design or a similar design but with a larger sample published in the subsequent decade. Of the 83 studies identified, 40 had not been subject to any attempt at replication; of the remaining 43 with replication studies, only 16 (37%) had replicated results. On average the SMD of the initial studies was overestimated by 132% in comparison with the subsequent studies (0.72 vs. 0.31). The sample size of the initial study was the only statistically significant predictor of confirmation by later studies.

**Comparison with general medicine**

The percentage of unchallenged studies may be higher in psychiatry than in general medicine. Ioannidis reported that of 45 articles cited more than 1000 times among journals with a high impact factor in various fields of medicine, only 11 remained unchallenged.\textsuperscript{3} In our study almost half of the highly cited articles were never re-examined in the following 10 years. We can speculate about the reasons for this. Ioannidis examined articles that had more than 1000 citations,\textsuperscript{2} whereas we examined articles that had 30 or more; this may partly explain why the former papers had more replication studies. Another possible reason is the difference in the general levels of research activities in medicine and psychiatry.

---

**Fig. 2** Distribution of total sample size of the three study categories. Two extreme values are excluded: one was a contradicted study ($n = 1759$) and the other was a replicated study ($n = 3282$).
The percentage of contradicted or initially stronger studies also appears to be higher in psychiatry than in general medicine. Ioannidis found that of the 34 articles that had subsequent studies 20 (59%) were replicated, whereas the percentage of replicated studies for our sample was much lower (37%). First, the subtle difference in the definitions of replication between the two studies may explain this difference. Second, however, it should be remembered that ‘soft’ outcome measures have more potential for bias than ‘hard’ ones, but that ‘hard’ outcome measures are rare in psychiatry. This could be a reason why the effect size estimates of psychiatric treatments might be more unstable. So long as we have to rely on ‘soft’ outcome measurements we will need not only to use valid and reliable scales but also to assure validated procedures to administer them in future psychiatric research.

Effect sizes

It is important to note that if a study is significant at exactly \( P = 0.05 \) then the probability of finding statistical significance in a replication study (assuming that the replication followed exactly the same protocol of the original study) is only 50%, and not 95% as would be naively assumed. Cumming recommends that we use effect sizes and their 95% confidence intervals which would give much better information about replication. Our classification and definitions of replication were based on effect sizes, and the percentage of replicated studies thus defined was lower than expected.

Sample size turned out to be a factor in non-replication. In our study the sample sizes of the replicated studies were the largest and those of the contradicted studies were the smallest among the three categories. There was a significant linear relation. Trikalinos et al investigated effect sizes in cumulative meta-analyses of RCTs of psychiatric treatments and found that the magnitude of the effect size in mental health could change considerably. If only 100 patients were randomised there could be a 3-fold to 5-fold relative change in the odds ratio when additional studies were combined; these changes would be relatively small when the cumulative sample size exceeded 1000. Such tendencies are not unique to psychiatry, however. Ioannidis noted that the observed effects of underpowered studies were inflated. He also ran some simulation studies and suggested that, even if the RCT is well performed, the percentage of replicated studies of an underpowered RCT could be as low as 23%. The effect sizes found in our sample of subsequent studies, rather than those found in the initial studies, in fact appear to be in line with those in psychiatry and general medicine. Leucht et al compared SMDs found in comprehensive meta-analyses in psychiatric and general medicine pharmacotherapy broadly, and found the median SMDs of psychiatric drugs and of general medicine ones to be similar (0.41 vs. 0.37). Caution is thus needed when reading an article reporting large or very large effects of novel treatments.

Limitations

Our study is not without its limitations. First, no newer study posed exactly the same clinical question as the earlier one. Consequently, there were bound to be differences in inclusion criteria, interventions, control conditions and outcome measures (e.g., age, dose range and measurement scale). The judgement ‘almost the same’ was thus susceptible to some subjective decisions. In order to avoid systematic and random errors caused by these and other inevitably subjective elements in our judgements as much as possible, we used two or more independent raters throughout the study procedures where possible, and were able to demonstrate a satisfactory degree of interrater agreement. However, we could not completely avoid arbitrariness in some decisions and judgements in our study. Second, generally speaking, the quality of masked RCTs is known to be higher than that of non-masked ones, but we did not consider the masking of RCTs in our subgroup analyses. Such masking depends on the condition and theme of the study; for example, therapists and patients cannot be unaware of treatment in psychotherapy trials, and even in pharmacotherapy cluster randomised mega-trials are often conducted without masking (blinding). In other words, we reasoned that masking could be confounded with the types of interventions and the study designs.

Study implications

The clinical and research implications of our findings are clear. Clinicians should be more judicious when they read research studies, even if the studies are published in high-impact journals and are frequently cited. Even more caution is needed when the study had a small sample size and reported a large effect. Researchers should strive towards studies with larger samples and should employ reliable and valid measurements, and journal editors should place greater value on studies with a larger sample and possibly a smaller effect than eye-catching new studies with a small sample and a large effect.
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